Abstract-This article deals with physical and chemical processes during measurement with an inductive flowmeter. A theoretical model and an example of numerical solution are presented here. We prepared numerical models based on the combined finite element method (FEM) and the finite volume method (FVM) of one of the three variants and computed the output voltage of the flowmeter electrodes. The model joins the magnetic, the electric and the current fields, the flow field and a chemical nonlinear ion model. The results were obtained by means of the FEM/FVM as a main application in ANSYS software.
The full electro-hydro-dynamical (EHD) model of an inductive flowmeter is a coupled problem. There are coupled electric, magnetic, fluid flow fields and electric circuit and chemical (ions) models, Fig. 1 . This model was solved with combined finite element methods (FEM) and finite volume methods (FVM). Results from the numerical model and the experiments were compared and the numerical equality was very good. 
NUMERICAL MODEL
According to the research report [1] , the electromagnetic part of the flowmeter is derived from reduced Maxwell equations
where H is the vector of magnetic field intensity, B is the vector of magnetic field induction, J is the vector of current density.
where E is the vector of electric field intensity. Material properties are represented by the equation
where µ 0 is the permeability of vacuum, γ is the specific conductance of measured liquid. Vector functions of the electric and the magnetic field are expressed by means of scalar electric φ e and magnetic potentials φ m
Final current density from (4) J is influenced by velocity v of the flowing ion solution and outer magnetic field
If electrodes E 1 and E 2 have different electrical potentials (Fig. 2 ), then the current density J is created in the Ω area according to (9) and current I L flows in the ion solution 
where S e is a directed area of electrodes E 1 and E 2 into space Ω. In Equation (10) there is the electric field intensity E for ion solution
therefore we ignore the influence of the electric field intensity. The specific force f which affects the moving charge q
and the force in whole Ω area is
We obtain the voltage between the flowmeter electrodes E 1 , E 2 from
where the electric field intensity is derived from force F which affects a charge q. Current density J (v) depends on the immediate ion velocity between E 1 and E 2 . After modification, the voltage on the flowmeter electrodes is
The model of fluid velocity distribution is derived for incompressible fluid as
for a stabile state of flow holds divρv = 0,
from the energy conservation law where ρ is specific density. We assume the turbulent flow
where ω is the angular velocity of fluid. If we use Stokes theorem, Helmoholtz theorem for moving particle and continuity equation we can formulate from the equilibrium of forces the Navier-Stokes equation for the fluid element
where A is the external acceleration and υ the kinematic viscosity. In Equation (19) we can substitute pressure losses
where K are the suppressed pressure losses, f the resistance coefficient, D h the hydraulic diameter, C the air permeability of system, µ the dynamic viscosity, and u the unit vector of the Cartesian coordinate system. The resistance coefficient is obtained from the Boussinesq theorem
where a, b are coefficients from [1] . The next step was the derivation of the FEM and FVM models [1] . The final term for the output voltage on the flowmeter electrodes which was evaluated is
where v
and 
NUMERICAL MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT
Partial results of an EHD model are shown in Fig. 3 . The dependence of output voltage on fluid velocity is shown in Fig. 4 . This result is practically identical with experimental measurement on DN-100 ELIS s.r.o Brno. 
